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Word Search Puzzle using Multi-Linked Lists 

Shivam Hareshkumar Patel, A. Jackulin Mahariba 

Abstract: Word Search Puzzle is a game in which a player is 

supposed to find words in the given grid of characters, by 

unveiling the clues stated for those words. This paper presents the 

creation of the grid of characters in the Word Search Puzzle using 

multi-linked list data structure. The primary motivation to create 

this game using multi-linked list data structure was the efficiency 

of a linked list to handle data - insertion and deletion of an 

element to the list. The model which was created using a multi-

linked list as described in this paper will now be referred to as 

Model A, for better understanding. The construction of Model A 

is described as a 5-step process with the help of algorithms. The 

time complexities to create the grid for Model A and to access data 

from it were analyzed and found to be much better than the other 

existing models in the market. 

Index Terms: Multi-Linked List, Word Search Puzzle, Data 

Structure, Algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Data Structure 

The data structure used in the creation of Model A is a 

linked list. The linked list is a linear collection of data 

elements. The data elements are referred to as nodes of the 

linked list. Each node has two parts. One part is called the data 

field, which stores data related to that node and the other part 

called the pointer field, contains a reference to the other nodes 

of the list. Depending on the type of linked list, the nodes can 

have one or more data and pointer fields in them. Two such 

types of linked lists are explained below: 

 

Singly Linked List: The simplest type of linked list is the 

singly linked list. In a singly linked list, every node has only 

one data field for storing data and only one pointer field for 

storing the reference to another node of the list. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Sample Singly Linked List 

 
Every linked list contains a pointer variable START that 

stores the address of the first node of the list. If the START = 

NULL, then the list is empty, i.e. it does not contain any 

nodes. The last node of the list does not point to any other 

node, so its pointer is assigned the value NULL and is 

represented as „X‟. The d1, d2, d3, d4 are the data fields and the 

p1, p2, p3 are the pointers. 

The general representation of a node of a singly linked list 

is as follows: 
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struct node 

{ 

int data; 

struct node *next; 

}; 

The „data‟ variable stores the data for the node and the 

pointer variable „*next‟ is used as a pointer to another node of 

a similar type (self-referential data type). The key advantage 

of a linked list is that it efficiently allows to insert and delete 

nodes in the list. Another type of linked list is the multi-linked 

list which was used for the creation of Model A. 

Multi-Linked List: In a multi-linked list, unlike the singly 

linked list, each node can have more than one data field and 

more than one pointer. 

 
Fig. 2: Sample Multi-Linked List 

In the above multi-linked list, each node has two data fields 

and two pointer fields. The d11, d12, d21, d22, d31, d32, d41, d42 

are the data fields and the p11, p12, p21, p22, p31, p32, p41, p42 are 

the pointer fields. 

The representation of a node of the above multi-linked list 

is as follows: 

struct node 

{ 

int data1, data2; 

struct node *next1, 

*next2; 

}; 

Here, „data1‟ and „data2‟ variables store data of the node, 

and the „*next1‟ and „*next2‟ variables, are pointers of the 

node, that point to other nodes of similar type. 

Advantages of linked lists: Insertion and deletion of 

elements (nodes) in a linked list are easy and efficient tasks 

than as compared to that in an array. This is because in an 

array we shift the data in its memory locations to add or 

remove elements, but in a linked list, we can just update the 

address stored by the pointers of the nodes. Linked lists offer 

efficient memory utilization. In an array, if some memory is 

allocated, it cannot be de-allocated from the array whereas, in 

a linked list, allocation and de-allocation of memory can be 

done at any time. Also, linked lists are dynamic data 

structures, i.e. they can grow or shrink efficiently during the 

execution of the program. 
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Disadvantages of linked lists: Since the nodes of a linked 

list do not have an index assigned to them like in arrays, it is 

difficult to locate nodes in some linked list than in an array. In 

a linked list, if the nth node was to be accessed, it is necessary 

to traverse through all the (n-1) nodes that appear before it. 

Thus, the time required to access a node is too large. Further, 

node or element traversal in a linked list is difficult, unlike in 

an array where we can easily traverse it using the indexes. For 

traversing through the linked list, a lot of alterations in the 

addresses stored in the pointers are required, which consumes 

a lot of time. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The work done by V. R. Kanagavalli et al. [1] proposes the 

effective utilization of data structures in the area of 

information retrieval. Đorđe Stojisavljević et al. [2] depicts 

the implementation of multi-linked lists in C++ by elaborating 

on the object-oriented concepts of multi-linked lists. Li-Bing 

Wu et al. [3] suggests an improved data structure called 

„tacked list‟ to enhance the advanced resource reservation 

mechanism in high-performance networks and distributed 

systems. Đorđe Stojisavljević et al. [4] proposes a way to 

improve on the traditional methods of accessing data using 

multi-linked lists. Vossoughi Hossein et al. [7] proposed the 

results of word search puzzle game in vocabulary 

development of 60 female students of a language institute in 

Semnan. Falley. P [9] detects the differences and similarities 

in the three categories formed after grouping the different data 

structures. The categories proposed in [9] were Storage 

Structures (linked lists, arrays and hash tables), Process-

Oriented Data Structures (queues, priority queues, stacks 

and iterators) and, Descriptive Data Structures (binary trees, 

sets, collections, etc.). Jeremy Lee Graybill [11] has 

researched an integration of word scramble, trivia puzzle, 

word-link and word-search puzzle games. Charles William 

Ditter [12] proposed a model for a three-dimensional word-

search puzzle game. Burston Jack [13] suggested the 

essential role of possessing a good vocabulary in learning a 

foreign or a second language and how crossword puzzles help 

in the same. Parlante N. [14] presented the basic and essential 

techniques to construct a linked list and in [15], he proposes 

and explains 18 practice problems related to linked lists. 

Morin [5] thoroughly described the working of various data 

structures on strings. Reema Thareja [6] has detailed the 

concepts regarding the use of various data structures. It 

provided a major help to us in formatting the algorithm that 

was developed for our model. Tanenbaum A. et al. [8] have 

described the use of the numerous data structures using C and 

C++. Kenneth A. Reek [10] has clearly explained the use to 

pointers in C. 

The model proposed in [16] uses integers to represent the 

English alphabets. It has a fixed number of words that can be 

added to the puzzle grid and also it has assigned a fixed length 

for each of those words, which implies that the number of 

words and their length cannot be assigned in runtime. The 

crossword generator proposed in [17] uses C# and Visual 

Studio 2010 for its development. For each word to be placed 

in some position in the grid, it checks if it is a valid position 

followed by checking whether it can be placed at that position. 

Finally, when both the above conditions return true, it puts the 

word at that position. The application as described in [17] was 

meant only for demonstration purposes which creates a matrix 

of 13 X 17. It tries to place the list of given words randomly 

while seeking for the optimal result for up to one minute, 

which is not optimizing. The word search generator/solver 

described in [18], proposes four types of grids of alphabets. 

This model is constructed using arrays which has a function 

defined to check whether a word can be inserted in the grid or 

not at the denoted position and if it returns true, it inserts the 

word in to the grid using a different function. The model 

proposed in [19] can form grids of the word search puzzle, of 

greater sizes efficiently as compared to the other models 

described above. So, we have kept this model [19], as a 

reference model to compare its efficiency with that of Model 

A. The model described in [19] will now be referred as Model 

B, for better understanding. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Approach 

The grid that we created for Model A, was made using 

multi-linked list data structure, and each node of that model 

had one data field and three pointer fields. A sample node of 

our model is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, d1 is the data field 

of the node and p11, p12, p13 are the pointer fields of the node. 

The pointer fields either point to similar nodes of the model or 

they store a NULL value, if they do not point to any other 

nodes. Each data field stores an alphabetical letter as required 

by the model (puzzle). The general representation of a node of 

our model is as follows: 

struct node 

{ 

char DATA; 

struct node *RIGHT; struct node *BOTTOM; struct node 

*CROSS; 

}; 

The „DATA‟ variable stores the data of the node, i.e. and 

alphabetical letter and „RIGHT‟, „BOTTOM‟ and „CROSS‟ 

are the pointer variables of the node. The pointer variables if 

pointing to some node, store the address of similar nodes, else 

if they do not point to any node then they store a NULL 

value. Comparing with Fig. 3, d1 is the DATA field, p11 

represents the RIGHT pointer, p12 represents the CROSS 

pointer and p13 represents the BOTTOM pointer of the node. 

A sample 4 x 4 grid of our model is shown in Fig. 4. It shows 

a connection of 16 single nodes, each node of the form as 

described in Fig. 3. A few nodes have pointer fields storing 

NULL value because they do not point to any other nodes. 

 
Fig. 3: Single Node of Model A 

In the next sub-section under proposed work, we have 

described the algorithms for the construction of our model.  
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The algorithms have helped us achieve better efficiency 

than other models while constructing the grid and even 

better efficiency while accessing the data stored in the 

nodes. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Sample Structure of Model A 

B. Algorithm for Construction of Model A 

In this sub-section we have explained the algorithms that 

were used for the construction of the N x N crossword grid of 

Model A (where N is the size of one side of the grid, which is 

called as „PSIZE‟ in the algorithms discussed below). The 

entire algorithm for construction is divided into five major 

steps (functions) which are as follows: 

i. makePuzzle() 

ii. setBottomLinks() 

iii. setMainDiagonalLinks() 

iv. setUpperTriangularLinks() 

v. setLowerTriangularLinks() 

Each of the above steps are explained in detail below: 

i. makePuzzle() 

In this step we are creating the basic structure of the model 

with all the nodes containing its data. Also, all the required 

RIGHT pointers of the model are set using this algorithm. The 

algorithm of the setBottomLinks() function is described 

below and the structure of the model after the completion of 

this step is shown in Fig. 5 (red arrows represent the links 

added in this step of the algorithm). 

Algorithm 

STRUCT NODE *makePuzzle() 

Step 1: CREATE NODE *TEMP_START, *NEW_NODE 

Step 2: SET TEMP_START = START 

Step 3: Repeat steps 4 to 14 FOR i FROM 1 TO PSIZE Step 

4: GET DATA 

Step 5: SET START -> DATA = DATA Step 6:

 SET START -> RIGHT = NULL Step 7:

 SET START -> BOTTOM = NULL Step 8:

 SET START -> CROSS = NULL 

Step 9: Repeat steps 10 to 11 FOR j FROM 2 TO 

PSIZE 

Step 10: GET DATA 

Step 11: SET START = insert_end(START, 

DATA); 

[END OF LOOP] Step 12: IF i != PSIZE 

Step 13: SET START -> BOTTOM = 

NEW_NODE 

Step 14:  SET START = NEW_NODE 

[END OF IF] 

[END OF LOOP] 

Step 15: SET START = TEMP_START Step 16: RETURN 

START 

Step 17: EXIT 

 
Fig. 5: Model A after execution of makePuzzle() 

ii. jsetBottomLinks() 

After the basic model was created using the makePuzzle() 

function, all the vertical links between the nodes were created. 

We made a setBottomLinks() function, to do the same. Thus, 

using the setBottomLinks() functions, all the required 

BOTTOM pointers were made to store the index of the 

necessary node. And the rest of the unrequired BOTTOM 

pointers were kept as NULL. The algorithm of the 

setBottomLinks() function is described below and the 

structure of the model after the completion of this step is 

shown in Fig. 6 (red arrows represent the links added in this 

step of the algorithm and blue arrows represent the links that 

were already present at the initiation of this step). 

Algorithm 

STRUCT NODE *setBottomLinks() 

Step 1: CREATE NODE *RIGHT_WORKER, 

*BOTTOM_WORKER, *CHECK, 

BOTTOM_WORKER_INSTANCE 

 

Step 2: SET RIGHT_WORKER = START Step 3: SET 

BOTTOM_WORKER = START Step 4: SET CHECK = 

START 

Step 5: SET BOTTOM_WORKER_INSTANCE = 

START 

 

Step 6: Repeat steps 7 to 14 WHILE CHECK -> BOTTOM 

!= NULL 

Step 7: SET CHECK = CHECK -> BOTTOM Step 

8: SET RIGHT_WORKER = 

BOTTOM_WORKER_INSTANCE -> RIGHT 

Step 9: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = CHECK Step 

10: SET BOTTOM_WORKER_INSTANCE = 

BOTTOM_WORKER; 

Step 11: Repeat steps 12 to 14 WHILE 

BOTTOM_WORKER -> RIGHT != NULL 

Step 12: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

BOTTOM_WORKER -> RIGHT; 

Step 13: SET RIGHT_WORKER -> BOTTOM 

= BOTTOM_WORKER; 
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Step 14: IF RIGHT_WORKER -> RIGHT != 

NULL 

SET RIGHT_WORKER = 

RIGHT_WORKER -> RIGHT; 

[END OF IF] [END OF LOOP] 

[END OF LOOP] Step 15: RETURN START; Step 

16: EXIT 
 

 
Fig. 6: Model A after execution of setBottomLinks() 

iii. set Main Diagonal Links() 

We have made this function to assign index value of the 

appropriate nodes to all the CROSS pointers that aid in 

creating the main diagonal of the grid structure. The algorithm 

of the setMainDiagonalLinks() function is described below 

and the structure of the model after the completion of this step 

is shown in Fig. 7 (red arrows represent the links added in this 

step of the algorithm and blue arrows represent the links that 

were already present at the initiation of this step). 

Algorithm 

STRUCT NODE *setMainDiagonalLinks() Step 1: 

CREATE NODE *INSTANCE, 
*BOTTOM_WORKER, *TO_ADD 
Step 2: SET CHECK = 1 

Step 3: SET INSTANCE = START 

Step 4: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = START Step 5: SET 

TO_ADD = START 

Step 6: Repeat steps 7 to 15 WHILE CHECK < PSIZE Step 

7: SET INSTANCE = INSTANCE -> 

BOTTOM Step 8: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

INSTANCE Step 9: SET N = 1 

Step 10: Repeat steps 11 to 12 WHILE N <= 

CHECK Step 11:  SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

BOTTOM_WORKER -> RIGHT 

Step 12:  SET N = N + 1 [END OF LOOP] 

Step 13: SET TO_ADD -> CROSS = 

BOTTOM_WORKER 

Step 14: SET TO_ADD = BOTTOM_WORKER 

Step 15: SET CHECK = CHECK + 1 

[END OF LOOP] Step 16: RETURN START Step 

17: EXIT 
 

 
Fig. 7: Model A after execution of 

setMainDiagonalLinks() 

iv. set Upper Triangular Links() 

This function was made to set all the CROSS pointers of the 

upper triangular nodes of the grid excluding the nodes of the 

main diagonal. Those CROSS pointers were assigned the 

indices of the appropriate nodes of the grid. The algorithm of 

the setUpperTriangularLinks() function is described below 

and the structure of the model after the completion of this step 

is shown in Fig. 8 (red arrows represent the links added in this 

step of the algorithm and blue arrows represent the links that 

were already present at the initiation of this step). 

Algorithm 

STRUCT NODE * setUpperTriangularLinks() 

Step 1: CREATE NODE *BOTTOM_WORKER, 

*TEMP_RIGHT_WORKER, *RIGHT_WORKER 

Step 2: SET TEMP_RIGHT_WORKER = START -> 

RIGHT 

Step 3: Repeat steps 4 to 11 WHILE 

TEMP_RIGHT_WORKER -> RIGHT != NULL 

Step 4: SET RIGHT_WORKER = 

TEMP_RIGHT_WORKER 

Step 5: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

RIGHT_WORKER -> BOTTOM -> RIGHT 

Step 6: SET RIGHT_WORKER -> CROSS = 

BOTTOM_WORKER 

Step 7: Repeat steps 8 to 10 WHILE 

BOTTOM_WORKER -> RIGHT != NULL 

Step 8: SET RIGHT_WORKER = 

BOTTOM_WORKER 

Step 9: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

BOTTOM_WORKER ->BOTTOM -> RIGHT 

Step 10: SET RIGHT_WORKER -> CROSS = 

BOTTOM_WORKER 

[END OF LOOP] 

Step 11: SET TEMP_RIGHT_WORKER = 

TEMP_RIGHT_WORKER -> RIGHT 

 [END OF LOOP] Step 12: RETURN START Step 

13: EXIT 
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Fig. 8: Model A after execution of set Upper Triangular 

Links () 
 

v. setLowerTriangularLinks() 

This function was made to set all the CROSS pointers of the 

lower triangular nodes of the grid excluding the nodes of the 

main diagonal. Those CROSS pointers were assigned the 

indices of the appropriate nodes of the grid. The algorithm of 

the setLowerTriangularLinks() function is described below 

and the structure of the model after the completion of this step 

is shown in Fig. 9 (red arrows represent the links added in this 

step of the algorithm and blue arrows represent the links that 

were already present at the initiation of this step). 

Algorithm 

STRUCT NODE *setLowerTriangularLinks() 

Step 1: CREATE NODE *BOTTOM_WORKER, 

*TEMP_BOTTOM_WORKER, *RIGHT_WORKER 

Step 2: SET TEMP_BOTTOM_WORKER = START -> 

BOTTOM 

Step 3: Repeat steps 4 to 11 WHILE 

TEMP_BOTTOM_WORKER -> BOTTOM != NULL 

Step 4: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

TEMP_BOTTOM_WORKER 

Step 5: SET RIGHT_WORKER = 

BOTTOM_WORKER -> BOTTOM -> RIGHT 

Step 6: SET BOTTOM_WORKER -> CROSS = 

RIGHT_WORKER 

Step 7: Repeat steps 8 to 10 WHILE 

RIGHT_WORKER -> BOTTOM != NULL 

Step 8: SET BOTTOM_WORKER = 

RIGHT_WORKER 

Step 9: SET RIGHT_WORKER = 

RIGHT_WORKER -> BOTTOM -> RIGHT 

Step 10: SET BOTTOM_WORKER -> CROSS 

= 

RIGHT_WORKER 

[END OF LOOP] 

Step 11: SET TEMP_BOTTOM_WORKER = 

TEMP_BOTTOM_WORKER -> BOTTOM 

[END OF LOOP] Step 12: RETURN START Step 

13: EXIT 

 

Fig. 9: Model A after execution of set Lower Triangular 
Links () 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Our model was compared with the other existing models of 

similar kind, and it was found that Model B as described in 

[19] was more efficient than the other existing models in 

terms of creation of grids of very large sizes and storing and 

retrieval of data from the grid created. But after comparing 

Model B with our model (Model A), it was found that Model 

A has a much better time complexity for the construction of its 

N x N puzzle grid. Although Model B has used an efficient 

algorithm to fill the extra spaces of the puzzle grid, but the 

time taken by it to create the entire grid is very poor compared 

to Model A, especially when the grids are of large sizes (like 

500 x 500). 

Since both Model A and Model B were constructed using 

C++, we had included <chrono> and <ctime> header files for 

measuring the time taken by both the models for constructing 

the grid. 

To compare both the models, we had used various 

combinations of grid sizes and the number of answer words 

added to construct the grid and the various construction times 

taken by both the models were noted. The answer words here 

refer to the solutions of the puzzle queries. The data collected 

was stored in a table, and few of its rows are presented in 

Table I. The entire table with all the collected data entries is 

made publicly available and the link for which could be found 

in the description of Table I. 

For comparison, we have created four graphs based on the 

number of answer words added to the grid while its 

construction. The four graphs have the following number of 

answer words added to the grid respectively: 5, 10, 20 and 50. 

But as expected the behavior of the graph did not significantly 

change based on the number of answer words added to the 

grid. It concludes that the total construction time of the grid 

was independent of the number of answer words added to the 

grid. The fours graphs are shown in Fig. 10, 11, 12 and 13. 
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Table I: Comparing the construction times of Model A 

and Model B based on their grid sizes and the number of 

answer words added to the grid. (NOTE: The table shows 

only selected rows of the main table. The entire table 

could be found at https://goo.gl/gmFYhg) 

 
 

 
Fig. 10: Model A v/s Model B Number of Answer Words 

= 5 

 

 
Fig. 11: Model A v/s Model B - Number of Answer Words 

= 10 

 
Fig. 12: Model A v/s Model B - Number of Answer Words 

= 20 

 
Fig. 13: Model A v/s Model B - Number of Answer Words 

= 50 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The performance of any game is directly dependent on the 

efficiency of the construction of the game. The Word Search 

Puzzle consists of a rectangular or square grid of letters of 

various words. We have developed an algorithm to construct 

that grid efficiently using multi-linked lists data structure. 

The algorithm developed by us supersedes other models in its 

time complexity to create puzzle grids of large sizes (500 X 

500 or equivalent and above). However, there is one 

drawback of our model. It does not work efficiently, in filling 

the extra unnecessary spaces of the grid with random 

alphabets. A real-time dataset was developed by us to 

compare the efficiency of our model with the others. In the 

future, we aim to overcome the limitation of our model, by 

creating one which efficiently fills the extra spaces of the grid 

with random alphabets. 
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